Year 4 Curriculum 2016/17

Autumn 1
Water

Europe

Summer 1
Summer 2
The Natural World

Descriptive writing– writing settings from

Play scripts – write and perform a play, story

Stories From Other Cultures – relating a

differing perspectives.
Take One Poem– read, write and perform free
verse.
Non-fiction – Reports, persuasive text.
Riddles- Read and write
GPS – paragraphing, fronted adverbials, spelling
rules
Place Value – 4 digit
Multiplication &
numbers
Division- Facts to
Addition and
12x12
Subtraction – up to 4 Measurement - Area
digit numbers

and setting

Subject/ Topic

English

Mathematics

Science

History
Geography

Autumn 2

States of Matter

Solids, liquids and gases
Material changes through
temperature
Evaporation and
condensation

PSHE
RE
Significant church events
will be taught throughout
the year.

DT
PE
Music
Computing

Spring 2

Take One Book – Toro Toro
Non Fiction Text – Persuasive presentation
using visual aids

Poetry – Recite narrative poetry
GPS – Noun phrases, difference between plural
and possessive, spelling rules
Fractions–equivalent
Decimals -equivalents
fractions, counting in
of any number of tenths
hundredths
or hundredths.

Time–Convert between

Measurement -

analogue and digital clocks.

Money

Sound

Electricity

Identify how sounds are
made, finding patterns
in sound

Construct simple circuits
Conductors and insulators

theme to personal experiences

Non-Fiction – Discussion and explanation
Narrative Poetry- Building vocabulary
Take One Book – Mirror
GPS – Inverted commas, apostrophes, spelling
rules

Measures – Perimeter

Statistics
Measurement -

& Length
Geometry – Angles,
Position & direction

Perimeter

Animals Including
Humans –

Living Things and
Their Habitats –

digestive system, teeth
and food chains

group, identify and
name a variety of tings
in the local environment

Chronology

Romans

Tudors

Chronological history will be taught through the
significant event: The Great Fire of London.

The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain

Local history study looking at the Tudor period and
how it has helped shape modern day Britain

Rivers and the Water Cycle
Field work skills – Read maps and use a
compass in local area

Art

Spring 1

Europe

Climate Zones

Key physical and human characteristics, countries
and major cities

Describe and understand the key aspects of climate
zones.

Hokusai – ‘The Great Wave’

European Artists

Natural World

Improve art and design techniques using a range of
materials

Learn about great artists in history

Sketch, record and review observations

10 sessions per term – recurring themes repeated and expanded term by term.
Why are we here? Praise and criticism, personal power, the power to choose, thinking about feelings, managing difficult feelings, nurturing
ourselves, peer power, celebrating differences, saying goodbye.
Christianity
Christianity
Christianity
Christianity
Hinduism
Hinduism
Learning from the bible
Ritual and symbolism
The importance of
An introduction to
Rituals, symbolism and
The life of Jesus and

taught through parables

the importance of light
at Christmas

the values he showed in
his adult life

resurrection

Textiles – Sewing

European Cooking

Design, make and evaluate using different sewing
techniques

Cooking using a range of
techniques

Electronic Toy/Game
Use electrical systems in
a design product

Hinduism – stories and
celebrations

Hindu prayer

Woodwork
Select from a range of tools and use with accuracy

Swimming
OAA

Swimming
Dance

Rugby
Circuit Training

Netball
Dance

Rounders
Gymnastics

Cricket
Athletics

Ukulele

Ukulele

European Folk Music

European Folk Music

Natural World

Natural World

Designing an
educational game

Designing an
educational game

Prototyping an
interactive toy

Producing digital music

Producing a wiki page

Presenting the weather

